Unlike ductile behaviour under static loads, a reinforced concrete structure can respond in a 12 brittle manner with highly localized damage like concrete spalling, cratering and reinforcement 13 rupturing under close-in or contact explosions. High speed fragmentation resulting from 14 concrete spall may cause severe casualties and injuries. It is therefore important to have a better 15 understanding of the concrete spall phenomena and fragments distribution. In the present study, 16 contact explosion tests were carried out on concrete slabs to observe the concrete crater and 17 spall damage. Seven slabs including two control specimens made of normal strength concrete 18 (NRC) and five ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) slabs are tested. The superior blast 19 resistance capacity of UHPC slabs is verified through comparison against NRC slabs. The 20 influence of longitudinal reinforcement spacing and slab depth on the spall resistance of UHPC 21 slabs is investigated. Predictions through available empirical methods are made and compared 22 42 largest amount of blast energy. However, in most blasting scenarios, brittle damage modes like 43 shear damage or combined flexural and shear damage are commonly observed [1-3]. It is 44
with the test observations. The accuracy of these empirical methods is discussed. All fragments 23 resulting from the contact blast tests are collected and analysed through sieve analysis. It is 24 found that Weibull distribution can be used to model the fragments size distribution of NRC 25 slabs while Log-normal distribution better models the fragments size distribution of UHPC 26 slabs. In the present study, to further investigate the concrete spall damage, especially the spall 125 phenomena of ultra-high performance concrete, contact explosion tests were carried out on 126 seven slabs. In the seven slabs, two slabs were constructed with conventional concrete and the 127 other five slabs were made of ultra-high performance concrete with different slab depths and 
Test program 182
In total seven shots were carried out in the current study. In test events 1 and 2, two identical 183 NRC slabs reinforced by 9 ∅ 12 mm longitudinal rebars and 11 ∅ 8 @ 200 mm stirrup rebars 184 (as shown in Figure 2 ) were subjected to contact explosions of cylindrical explosives of 0.1 kg 185 and 1 kg, respectively to obtain different level of damages. In blast events 3 and 4, two UHPC 186 slabs with the same reinforcements as the two reference NRC slabs were also subjected to the 187 same blast scenarios in order to compare the blast resistances of NRC slabs with those of UHPC 188 slabs. The influence of the slab depth was investigated in blast events 4-6, in which three UHPC 189 slabs with different thickness but the same reinforcements were subjected to 1 kg TNT contact The test program is summarized in Table 2 . In blast event 2, normal strength concrete slab NRC-2 was subjected to 1 kg TNT placing also 205 at the centre of slab surface. As can be noticed from Figure 6 , severe blast load induced 206 perforation failure in the slab. Fracture happened on the central stirrup reinforcement. It is also 207 noted that significant concrete cracking occurred along the two unsupported directions near the 208 slab boundary. As no obvious slab deformation was observed, these damages were believed 209 also caused owing to stress wave propagation and reflection. Stress wave caused cracks along 210 the two free ends because of the short propagation distance between the explosive and the free 211 boundary, which generated large tensile stresses owing to wave reflection and hence cracking 212 of concrete. crater with a diameter of 9 cm and a depth of 2.7 cm was found on the top surface. Comparing 218 with NRC-1 slab which has the same steel reinforcement and subjected to the same blast load, 219 it is clear that UHPC material has much higher blast resistance capacity. 
253
As observed from the above tests results, the failure modes of slabs under contact explosion 254 can be classified into three categories, i.e. "crater only", "crater and spall", and "perforation".
255 Table 3 summarizes the test results. Chengdu-Test company. The sampling rate was set at 1 million Hertz in all the recordings. 266 Under contact explosion, the intense blast load is highly localized with extremely short duration.
267
During the blast loading phase, the global structural response (shear and bending) is small 268 because the time is too short for global structural response to develop. During the loading phase, 269 explosion generates a stress wave propagating in the structure, which may cause concrete 270 crushing and spalling damage, as observed in the tests presented in this paper. After the action 271 of blast loads, the structure continues to deform because significant explosion energy has been 272 imparted into the structure and the global structural response modes and damage will be 273 induced.
274
The measured strains as shown in Figure 12 are associated with stress wave propagation in the 275 initial stage and followed by global structural responses with lower frequency contents. Stress 276 wave propagation results in rapid strain oscillations owing to wave reflection and refraction.
277
The measured strain associated to stress wave propagation also decays quickly with respect to 278 their distance to explosion. Taking NRC-1 as an example, the measured strain at gauge 1, which 279 is buried directly underneath explosion, is larger than those at gauge 2 and 3. Moreover, the 280 wave arrival time at gauge 1 is slightly earlier than that of gauge 2 and 3, which were placed 281 further away from the explosion. These observations confirm the measured strains are 282 associated with stress wave propagation.
284
The strain rates in all the tested slabs are derived from the recorded strain time histories. In 285 NRC-1, the explosive weight was 0.1 kg and the maximum strain rate reached 22000 s-1. When 286 13 the explosive weight increased to 1.0 kg in NRC-2 slab, the maximum strain rate increased to 287 68000 s-1. For the UHPC slabs under 1 kg TNT contact explosion, strain rates around 50000 288 s-1 were noticed. The strain rate data reported in the present paper is ultra-high and not seen or 289 reported in previous studies. These ultra-high strain rate values were caused by shock wave 290 propagation in the specimen. As shown in Figure 12 , in the global structure response stage, the 291 strain rate is substantially lower. points, and these curves may be used in practical analysis and design to approximately predict 310 the concrete spall damage. However, it is noticed the configurations in all these tests are 311 different from the current study and thus the empirical damage curves are not applicable for 312 predicting the slab response in the present study.
313
After reviewing test data from 334 field blast tests, McVay [13] compiled the test data and 314 proposed empirical formulae to predict the local damage of concrete slabs subjected to bare 315 explosive charges. As shown in Figure 13 , T is the slab thickness, R is the standoff distance in 316 unit of meter, and for contact explosion, R is taken as one-half of the outer diameter of the 317 cylindrical explosive charge, W is the charge weight, T/W^1 /3 and R/W^1 /3 are scaled slab 318 thickness and scaled standoff distance, respectively. In McVay's method, the unit used is kg 319 and m. Table 4 summarizes the corresponding parameters obtained from the current study.
320
After substituting these parameters into Figure 13 , it is noted that the empirical evaluation can 321 give good prediction of spall damage of the two tested NRC slabs under contact explosion. For 322 UHPC slab 3 which has the same scaled slab thickness and scaled standoff distance as NRC-1, 323 empirical predictions derived by McVay underestimate its spall resistance capacity and give 324 inaccurate prediction. For UHPC slabs 4 and 7, they have the same scaled slab thickness and 325 scaled standoff distance as NRC-2, the observed spall damages, however, are substantially 326 smaller, and these are not reflected from the empirical predictions. For UHPC 5 and 6 with 327 different slab depths as compared with NRC-2, empirical methods give good predictions to the 328 slabs perforation. As indicated in Figure 13 , although these testing data were obtained from 329 NRC slabs, they give good predictions of UHPC spall and breach damage. This is because the 330 boundary lines in the graph only give a very broad range of these damages, but not detailed 331 damage severities. As indicated in Table 3 , although both the NRC and UHPC slabs could both 332 experience spall and perforation damage, the damaged area of UHPC slab is always smaller 333 than that of NRC slab because of the higher UHPC strength than NRC. To more accurately The values of T/W 1/3 based on Morishita's method are given in Table 4 as well, the unit used 343 in Morishita's formulae given above is cm/g 1/3 . Applying the above formulae to the present 344 study, it is again noticed that although the NRC slabs damage modes are well predicted, the 345 performance of UHPC slabs like UHPC-3 are underestimated. 346 These comparisons demonstrate that the existing empirical methods, which were derived based 347 on testing data on NRC slabs, can underestimate the performance of UHPC slab subjected to 348 contact explosions. It should also be noted that these empirical predictions do not consider the 349 influences of reinforcements, which certainly affect the spall damage of RC slabs. In future 350 study, numerical tool will be adopted to investigate the UHPC slabs under contact explosions.
351
The current test results will be used to calibrate the numerical model, and the verified numerical 352 model will be used to conduct extensive contact explosion simulations. Safety concern is always related with accidental explosions. In the current study, complete samples of fragments from both NRC slabs and UHPC slabs 367 were collected and sieved. Six sieves with size range from 0.6 mm to 15 mm were used. The 368 weights of fragments passing through each sieve had been measured as shown in Figure 14 . 
374
A typical comparison between UHPC-4 slab and NRC-2 slab is made and shown in Figure 16 . 387 Figure 17 shows the standard size distribution of fragments from all the tested slabs except 388 UHPC-3 and UHPC-5. Blast load only generated a small crater in UHPC-3 and no perforation.
389
Therefore only very few fragments underneath the slab were collected as shown in Figure 7 . and fragments generated with spallation can eject from concrete surface with high velocity 424 which will bring further threat to personnel and instruments shielded by the concrete structures.
425
In the present study, concrete slabs made with normal strength concrete material and ultra-high 
